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James A. Baker, III

James A. Baker, III has served in senior government positions under three United States presidents. He
served as the nation's 61st secretary of state from January 1989 through August 1992 in the Bush
administration. During his tenure at the state department, Baker traveled to 90 foreigh countries as the
United States confronted the unprecedented challenges and opportunities of the post-Cold War era.
Baker served from 1985 to 1988 as the 67th secretary of the treasury in the Reagan administration. As
treasury secretary, he was also chairman of the President's Economic Policy Council.

Prior to his service as secretary of the treasury, Baker was President Reagan's White House chief of staff
from 1981 to 1985. Baker's record of public service began Li 1975 as President Ford's undersecretary of
commerce. It concluded with his service once again as White House chief of staff ~ this time for
President Bush from August 1992 to January 1993. He was, in addition, senior counselor to President
Bush for this period.

Long active in American presidential politics, Baker led presidential campaigns for Presidents Ford,
Reagan, and Bush over the course of the last five presidential elections.

A native Houstonian, Baker practiced law with the firm of Andrews and Kurth from 1957 to 1975. He
graduated from Princeton University in 1952. After two years of active duty as a lieutenant in the United
States Marine Corps, he entered the University of Texas at Austin School of Law. He received his J.D.
with honors in 1957.

Mr. Baker received the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1991 and has been the recipient of many other
awards for distinguished public service, including Princeton University's Woodrow Wilson Award, the
American Institute for Public Service's Jefferson Award, Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School
of Government Award, the Hans J. Morgenthau Award, the George F. Kennan Award, the Department
of the Treasury's Alexander Hamilton Award, the Department of State's Distinguished Service Award,
and numerous honorary academic degrees.

Baker is presently a senior partner in the law firm of Baker & Botts, senior counselor to The Carlyle
Group, and serves on the boards of Rice University, the Woodrow Wilson International Center for
Scholars, and a number of other nonprofit organizations.

Baker was born in Houston, Texas in 1930. He and his wife, the former Susan Garrett, currently reside
in Houston and have eight children and eight grandchildren.
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Edward P. Djerejian

Edward P. Djerejian is the first Director of the James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy at Rice
University, where he assumed his new position on August 15,1994. He is one of our country's most
distinguished and experienced diplomats. His career has spanned the administrations of eight U.S.
Presidents. A leading expert on the complex political, security, economic, religious, and ethnic issues of
the Middle East, Ambassador Djerejian has held a number of increasingly responsible positions related
to this vital region.

Prior to his nomination by President Clinton as United States Ambassador to Israel (1993), Ambassador
Djerejian served both President Bush and President Clinton as Assistant Secretary of State for Near
Eastern Affairs (1991-1993) and President Reagan and President Bush as U.S. Ambassador to the Syrian
Arab Republic (1988-1991). Ambassador Djerejian has also served as Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs (1986-1988) and Deputy Chief of the U.S. mission to the
Kingdom of Jordan (1981-1984). In these capacities he played a key role in the Arab-Israeli peace
process, the U.S.-led coalition against Saddam Hussein's invasion of Kuwait, successful efforts to end
the civil war in Lebanon, the release of U.S. hostages in Lebanon, and the establishment of colle. ive
and bilateral security arrangements in the Persian Gulf.

Ambassador Djerejian was assigned to the White House in 1985 as Special Assistant to the President
and Deputy Press Secretary for Foreign Affairs.

In addition to his experience in Middle Eastern affairs, Ambassador Djerejian is also an expert in Soviet
and Russian affairs. He was assigned to the U.S. Embassy in Moscow from 1979 to 1981, where he
headed the political section, during the critical period in U.S.-Soviet relations marked by the invasion of
Afghanistan.

Ambassador Djerejian joined the Foreign Service in 1962, after serving in the United States Army as a
First Lieutenant in the Republic of Korea between 1961 and 1962. In addition to his assignments in
Moscow and Amman, he served as a political officer in Beirut, Lebanon (1966-1969) and Casablanca,
Morocco (1969-1972). Between 1975 and 1977 he was assigned as our Consul General in Bordeaux,
France.

Ambassador Djerejian graduated with a Bachelor of Science from the School of Foreign Service at
Georgetown University in 1960. He received an Honorary Doctorate in the Humanities from his alma
mater in 1992. He speaks Arabic, Russian, French and Armenian.

Ambassador Djerejian received the Presidential Distinguished Service Award in 1994, the Department
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of State's Distinguished Honor Award in 1993 and numerous other honors, including the President's
Meritorious Service Award in 1988 and the Ellis Island Medal of Honor in 1993. He is a member of the
Council on Foreign Relations.

He was born and raised in New York City. He and his wife, Francoise Haelters, have a son, Gregory,
and a daughter, Francesca.
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SUMMARY

OVERVIEW

Rice University is an independent, coeducational, nonsectarian, private, research university dedicated to
undergraduate teaching and to graduate studies, research, and professional education in selected
disciplines. The defining characteristics of Rice are its small size, exceptionally gifted students, low
tuition, distinguished faculty, acclaimed research and scholarship, financial stability, and its campus of
uncommon beauty.

FACULTY

Rice has 452 full-time, 123 part-time, and 144 adjunct faculty as of fall 1997. They teach and conduct
research in 8 academic schools: Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Administration, Architecture,
Continuing Studies, George R. Brown School of Engineering, Humanities, Shepherd School of Music,
Wiess School of Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences. 98% of the faculty hold Ph.D.'s or equivalent
terminal degrees in their fields.

STUDENTS

The fall 1997 student body consisted of 2,714 undergraduates and 1,426 graduate and professional!
students. The male-to-female ratio among undergraduates is approximately 5 to 4, and the student-to-
faculty ratio is 6 to 1. 61% of the students accepted for undergraduate admission were in the top 5% of
their high school class, and the middle 50% of the entering class had composite SAT I scores between
1,350 and 1,500. 30.9% of the undergraduate population (839 students) are National Merit Scholars.
50.1% of Rice undergrade ^s hail from Texas; 47.4% come from elsewhere in the U.S.; and 2.5% are
from outside the U.S.

Undergraduate tuition for 1997-98 was $13,900 for entering freshmen, $13,200 for 1996-97
matriculants, $12,350 fcr 1995-96 matriculants, and $11,300 for other continuing full-time students;
graduate tuition was $14,300 ($14,400 for those in the Jones School). Students are admitted without
consideration of financial circumstances; 86.4% of undergraduates received financial aid in 1996-97.

ALUMNI

Rice currently has 39,153 living alumni. Of the 34,631 alumni whose locations are known, 34.1% reside
in Houston, 18.8% live elsewhere in Texas, 44.0% live elsewhere in the U.S., and 3.1% live outside the
U.S.

ENDOWMENT

Rice ranked second for private, research universities after Princeton in amount of endowment assets
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($507,352) per full-time equivalent (FTE) student (according to FY95 FTE numbers) in 19961 The
FY97 market value for Rice's endowment was $2.3 billion.
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About the Baker Institute

The Baker Institute is strictly non-partisan and dedicated to the highest standards of intellectual
excellence and integrity. It will help bridge the gap between the theory and practice of public policy by
drawing together experts from academia, government, the media, business, and non-governmental
organizations. By so doing, the institute will broaden the professional perspective and personal
understanding of all those involved in the study, formulation, execution, and criticism of public policy.
Located in Houston, Texas, the nation's fourth-largest city and a dynamic business and cultural center in
the American heartland, the institute brings a unique perspective to the public policy questions of the
day. The Baker Institute is an integral part of Rice University, one of the nation's most distinguished
institutions of higher education. Rice's faculty and student body play an important role in its research
programs and public events.

In the short period since its founding, the Baker Institute his undertaken a \>road range of activities to
advance our national public policy debate. In November, 1995, the institute sponsored its inaugural
conference which addressed "Foreign Policy Challenges at the End of the Century." Participants
included President George Bush, Colin Powell, Hans-Dietrich Genscher, Roland Dumas, Alexander
Bessmertnykh, Zhu Qichen, Noboru Takeshita and other statesmen, as well as prominent scholars from
the United States and abroad.

In 1995, the institute also hosted a series of lectures and presentations on the 50th Anniversary of the
founding of the United Nations Organization. The institute's inaugural Shell Lecture Series featured
United Nations Secretary-General Boutrps Boutros-Ghali who discussed the peacekeeping and
peacemaking roles of the United Nations. A second lecture, on Islam, was given by Tunisian Foreign
Minister Ben Yahia. In conjunction with the. Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey, the
institute hosted a Corporate Executive Seminar on "U.S.-Mexico Relations and Implications for
Hemispheric Trade" moderated by James Wolfensohn, President of the World Bank. In early 1996, the
Baker Institute co-sponsored an international conference in Houston with the Asia Society on "China,
the United States, and Asia — Challenges for U.S. Policy and Business." In a joint project with the
Woodrow Wilson School at Princeton University, the institute will participate in a conference analyzing
the leadership role of key players — including Mr. Baker -- involved in the end of the Cold War.

The Baker Institute's founding Director, Edward P. Djerejian, is a former American Ambassador to
Israel and Syria and Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern Affairs. Since becoming Director, he
has chaired the Southwest Region's Working Group of the Council of Foreign Relation's year-long
project to define the national interests of the United States in the post-Cold War era. Secretary Baker and
Djerejian have also been active in promoting the Arab-Israeli peace process, consulting with most of the
parties in the region and participating in various fora on this issue.

The Baker Institute has received major grants from the Center for International Political Economy to
study energy markets and their impact on the international economy. This study will address the
geopolitical, cultural, religious and ethnic factors shaping developments in the world's energy producing
regions, particularly the Middle East and Central Asia, where over three-fourths of the world's energy
supply is located. The institute has also received a major grant from the National Tax Research
Committee to study the consumption tax as an alternative to the income tax.

In November 1996, the Institute held its second annual conference. The theme of this conference was
"Domestic Challenges at the End of the Century." The conference featured panels on urban crime and
violence, the devolution of governance, and tax policy. It also featured keynote addresses by Jack Kemp,
Janet Reno, and James A. Baker, III.

The Institute continues to grow and expand. This growth ana expansion is symbolized by the dedication
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in October 1997 of the Institute's new home in James A. Baker III Hall. This new facility is not only
home to the Baker Institute, but also to the Dean of Social Science, and the departments of Economics
and Political Science. In addition to space for Baker Institute events, the building also contains five
classrooms. True to the words of Honorary Chair James A. Baker, III, the Baker Institute is an integral
part of Rice University.

For additional information about the institute, please write, phone or e-mail us at:

The James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy
Rice University - MS 40
6100 Main Street
Houston, TX 77005-1892

Tel: 713-527-4683
FAX: 713-285-5993
e-mail: bipp@rice.edu
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February 13-May 17, 1998

THE MENIL COLLECTION
Houston, Texas

The Menil C Election museum was inaugurated in 1987 to house,
conserve, and exhibit the permanent collection of John and
Dominique de Menil. Its concentrations include art from
antiquity, the Byzantine world, tribal cultures, and the twentieth
century. The collection continues to grow by means of gifts and
acquisitions. Special exhibitions are presented throughout the
year.

The Menil Collection building, designed by a joint venture of
Renzo Piano Building Workshop and Richard Fitzgerald and
Associates, adjoins a park within a neighborhood which includes:
The Cy Twombly Gallery, a new addition also designed by
Renzo Piano, containing a permanent collection of works by the
American artist Cy Twombly; The Rothko Chapel, a sanctuary
open to all every day, housing abstract paintings by the late
American artist Mark Rothko; The Menil Collection Bookstore.
offering a selection of art publications and more; and The
By7ar' :ne Fresco Chapel Museum, the repository of a restored
Byzantine masterpiece.

Museum hours are Wed.-Sun. 1 lam to 7pm.
Admission is free.
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THE MENIL COLLECTION 1515 Sul Ross Houston Texas 77006
EXHIBITION CALENDAR/NOVEMBER 1997 - MAY 1998

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: November 20, 1997
MEDIA CONTACT: Bill Thompson (713-525-9404)

CURRENT EXHIBITIONS:

The Drawing Speaks: Theophile Bra, Works 1826-1855
December 12,1997 - March 29,1998
Theophile Bra (1797-1863) was a renowned sculptor in nineteenth-century France. Unknown to most,
Bra also created thousands of visionary drawings that expressed his dreams and mystical experiences.
Bra's drawings combined abstract imagery with words and radically broke with the traditions of Western
art. Through their exploration of abstraction and the subconscious mind, these drawings anticipate the
work of the Surrealists and Abstract Expressionists, who, while unaware of Bra's achievements, were
engaged with similar ideas nearly a century later. Since 1851, Bra's drawings have been preserved in the
Municipal Library of Douai, France, the city of his birthplace, but they were never revealed to the
public, until now. In conjunction with the exhibition, The Menil Collection has published The Drawing
Speakr: Theophile Bra, Works 1826-1855. a 120-page, bilingual catalogue which is fully-illustrated and
features essays on Bra's art and historical context. Following its presentation in Houston, the exhibition
will travel to The University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley Art Museum, Oct. 1998 - Jan. 3, 1999;
The University of Iowa Museum of Art, Iowa City, Jan. 18 - May, 1999; Musee de la Chartreuse, Douai,
France, Fall 1999.

Robert Rauschenberg: A Retrospective
February 13 - May 17,1998
Texas native Robert Rauschenberg (born 1925) is one of America's most acclaimed contemporary
artists. Through unprecedented cooperation, The Menil Collection, the Contemporary Arts Museum, and
The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston will present the landmark exhibition Robert Rauschenberg: A
Retrospective from February 13 through May 17, 1998. This retrospective, which contains nearly 400
works of art spanning Rauschenberg1 s fifty-year career, is the artist's most comprehensive exhibition to
date and features many of his greatest accomplishments in painting, sculpture, drawing, printmaking,
photography, and performance, including newly created works. The exhibition is Rauschenberg's first
retrospective since 1976 and one of the largest exhibitions ever held of work by a living artist. Robert
Rauschenberg: A Retrospective is organized by the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York in
collaboration with The Menil Collection, Houston. Philip Morris Companies Inc. is the worldwide
sponsor of this exhibition. This project is also supported by a grant from the National Endowment for
the Arts.

The Menil Collection will exhibit a survey of Rauschenberg's work from the late 1940s through the mid
1980s. The Contemporary Arts Museum will present important examples of the artist's ail and
technology series and performances, and The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston will highlight work from
the 1980s to the present. Robert Rauschenberg: A Retrospective has been curated by Walter Hopps,
Founding Director and Curator of Twentieth-Century Art, The Menil Collection, and Susan Davidson,
Associate Curator, The Menil Collection. A fully illustrated, 632-page catalogue, published by the
Guggenheim Museum and distributed through Harry N. Abrams Inc. will accompany the exhibition.

UPCOMING EXHIBITIONS:
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THSM6NH COLLECTION 1511 BRANARD HOUSTON TEXAS 77006

THE MEN1L COLLECTION

An Oasis for Art, A Cultural Resource for the Community

The Menil Collection museum, which opened to international acclaim, in 1987, houses the
extraordinary art collection of John and Dominique de Menu1. Driven by a sheer love of art the
de Menil* began actively collecting after moving to the United States from France in 1941. They
did not have a grand design, to fulfill, but rather collected pieces they liked and found intriguing.
As Dominique de Menil described their collecting style,, "Complex circumstances brought these
treasures into the family: a chance encounter, a-visit to an artist or a dealer, a glance at an
auction catalogue...tiu& somehow unsystematic approach was our way of collecting." The
impressive collection that resulted comprises some 15,000 paintings, sculpture, prints and
drawings, photographs, and rare books spanning humankind's creative efforts from Paleolithic
times to the present.

The Collection

The Menil Collection has /our primary areas of emphasis;

Antiquities
The Antiquities collection includes selections from Europe and Asia Minor, fram the
Paleolithic through the pre-Christian eras. It includes major examples of CycUdic
objects from the eastern Mediterranean, ancient Greek and Roman art,, and Celtic
sculptures from northern Europe.

Byzantihi and Medieval Art
The Byzantine collection features a Urge survey of painted icon panels of Greek and
Russian origin. Medieval art from northern Europe is also well represented.

Art of Tribal Cultures
The Art of Tribal Cultures includes an extensive collection of African art ad well as
major works from the Oceanic cultures and the American Pacific Northwest.

Twentieth Century Art
The Twentieth Century Art collection, me largest in the collection and world renowned,
includes major pioneering movements such as cubism, surrealism, arid the mid-century
New York school. Post-war developments are well represented by bom American and
French innovators of minimalism and pop art. Modern masters in the collection include
Picasso, Matisse, Ernst, Magritte, Calder, Klee, de Kooning; Pollock, Rothko, Warhol
and Twombly.

TELEPHONE (713) 525-9400 FAX (713) 52S-9444
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THE MENU COLLECTION

The Architecture

In 1980, Dominique de Menil commissioned Renzo Piano/ renowned Italian architect to

design s museum to house the collection. She wanted to create an intimate environment, in
keeping with the way the works had been collected and, most of all, wanted the museum to be a

place where visitors would lose themselves in the art surrounding them. Piano's understated/
elegant solution was a long, low building of steel and wood, containing a highly innovative
system for natural light. Acclaimed by critics as a triumph of light and technology, the
museum's design effortlessly fulfills its multiple missions.

En 1991, Dominique de Menil once again commissioned Piano to design a gallery to house

the works of American artist Cy Twombly. Like The Menil Collection museum, the Cy
Twombly Gallery is illuminated by natural light The interior illumination is provided by a roof
system of light-filtering planes. In contrast to the lightness of the roof, the exterior walls are
built of custom-made concrete blocks. Piano describes the contrast between Hie lightweight roof

and the mass of the walls to that of "a butterfly alighting on & firm surface."

Serving as the northern anchors of Houston's Museum District, The Menil Collection and
the Cy Twombly Gallery are located on the Menil Foundation's 12-acre campus. Both fit

perfectly within a neighborhood of small, gray clapboard houses adjacent to the Rothko Chapel,

forming a quiet cultural oasis near the center of the nation's fourth largest city.

The Community and Scholarly Programs

As a major cultural resource in the Houston community, The Menil Collection actively
collaborates with a number of other arts and educational institutions. The Menil Collection

provides rehearsal and performance space for Da Camera, a Houston-based chamber musk
society, and has made its galleries an integral part of several art education programs and
writing workshops. Recently, when Houston's "Project Row House" opened 12 refurbished
inner-city houses for artist installations And community service, The Menil Collection, sponsored
one of the houses, providing materials and labor, and challenged other local museums to do the
same.

-more-
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THE MENIL COLLECTION
PageS

The Menil Collection is recognized world-wide for its scholarly activities, including

exhibitions, publications, and conservation. In 1994, The Menil Foundation transferred to

Harvard University & major archive of photographs and information from "Image of the Black

in Western Art/' a project Dominique de Menil began in 1960. More than 20,000 photographs

of works of art and background information have been systematically researched and organized

into an archive that serves as a basis for analyzing how people of African heritage have been

perceived and represented in Western Culture. A series of three publications based on this

research a*id written by art history scholars, entitled The Image of the Black in W&tern Art, was
published between 1976 and 1989. A fourth volume is in progress.

The collection of Surrealist art assembled by the de Menils has grown to singular
international importance and scope. They have collected the work of Max Ernst and Ren£
Magritte in particular depth. The Menil Foundation has published five volumes of a Max Ernst

catalogue raisonne' by Werner Spies &nd Gilnter Metken, and four volumes of a Rend Magritte

catalogue raiaonne* by David Sylvester.

The de Menils

In 1942, John and Dominique de Menil fled Nazi-occupied France and eventually settled
in Houston where John managed the worldwide operations pf Schhimberger Ltd., an oil services

company founded by Dominique's father and uncle. Though the de Menils began their art

collection ki pre-war Europe, they became passionate about collecting art after immigrating to

the United States. In the United States, Father Majrle-Alain Couturier, a French Dominican

priest who had promoted commissions of modern art by the Catholic Church, inspired the de
Menils with the desire to buy their first paintings and objects. They began with the acquisitions
of work by the schgol of Paris modems (Cezanne, Braque, L£gei, and Picasso), and were
influenced by Alexandra lolas, the art dealer who eold them some of these painting* and who

introduced them to Surrealism,

•more-
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When the search for a professional director for Houston's Contemporary Arts Museum

brought Dr. Jermayne MacAgy to the city in 1955, the de Menils encountered the third person,

after Couturier and lolaa, who precipitated the cultivation of their subsequent thinking and

activities. MacAgy, who later taught and directed the art department at the University of St.
Thomas/ had an exceptional talent tor mounting innovative exhibitions and installations of art

which introduced a new order of visual sophistication to Houston. Following MaeAgy's death
in 1964, Dominique de Menil began to organize exhibitions at the University gf St Thomas until

1969, when their activities moved to the Institute for the Arts, Houston.

In 1969, the de Menils offered Harriett Newman's Broken Obelisk as a gift to the city of

Houston and asked that it be dedicated to Martin Luther King;, Jr. When the city refused, the dc

Menils purchased the Work themselves. They placed it across from the Rothko Chapel, named
for Mark Rothko, the American artist whose paintings hang inside of the building. A sanctuary
for human rights and a place where the experience and understanding of all traditions are

encouraged and made available/ the Kotliko Chapel was dedicated on February 27,1971 as

"a sacred place open to all, every day." A project that was originated by the Menil Foundation,
the chapel is now operated Tinder the auspices of The Ko bko Chapel Foundation.

By the early 1970s, John and Dominique de Menil were considering a permanent museum

for their collection and engaged architect Louis Kahn. His plans for a storage museum with
exhibition facilities were abandoned 3/ler John de Menil's death in 1973 and Kahn's in 1974.
Dominique de Menil then engaged Reruo Piano in 1980 to design the museum for a site adjacent

to the Rothko Chapel. Walter Hopps was the founding director of The Menil Collection when it

opened in 1987, and he was influential in the further development of the 20th century collection

and. the- museum's program of exhibitions.
- - - 1 - ' -r—* • "




